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Wastage, a concern of all »«
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change? Sorry .... I didn't mean cage, and pulled the flapping, « 
A small town church group had to say that because no matter turning chicken out by his legs. £ 

arranged a variety show for the what I say, we won't change, after The other hand was used to ■
local community weeks in all we were brought up in this rich remove the cage, open the box a
advance. The local policemen, society." and lift something out. The J
farmers and small store owners all I could see the sweat pouring audience sat there very quietly. « 
donated their time and service to down Eric’s face, his hands Then suddenly Eric flung the «
help plan the evening. The night trembling, but still he had to chicken down as hard as he could "
was arranged to bring everyone continue. Just think of this against the box. With his other e 
together, maybe dissolve small chicken, breathing, living like hand, he picked up a hidden. ax, • 
conflicts and provide a good time, everyone of us. MR. CHICKEN, swung it, and chopped off the • 
The group was particularly keen, sorry for asking this personal chicken's head. The audience went « 
for they knew they had worked question, but how is it going to out of control, but before leaving, £ 
hard and that nothing was going feel when you find out one-fifth of Eric shouted. "Think of this chicken •

you is going to be thrown away?” next time you waste food ! "
Eric knew nobody was listening Nobody even bothered to think of «

By RUPERT HOEFENMAYER
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Ever considered a cruise ÿs a possible 

alternative to your regular February break? 
You will be surprised at how inexpensive 
this all inclusive holiday can be.

Skylark Holidays from Halifax has a 
February 25th departure for one week on 
the M.S. Carnivale. This package includes 
flights from Halifax to Miami, inflight meals 
and bar service, transfers and baggage 
handling between the airport and the dock, 
all meals and entertainment while on board 
the ship, and Skylark beach bag and 
representative service.

You will partake in such activities as beer 
drinking contests, bridge tournaments, 
masquerade parties, ping pong, trap 
shooting, bingo and shuffleboard.

Also available on board are saunas, 
swimming pool, boutiques, a beauty salon 
and barber shop, cinema and various 
lounges.

As if all this weren't enough you will also 
visit the ports of Santa Domingo, San Juan 
and St. Croix.

Snuggle up and split the cost of the 
quadruple accommodation. The first two 
persons will pay $819.00, the other two 
$499.00 each. Divid this cost if you wish.
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Dto go wrong.

The atmosphere among the 
spectators was warm and friendly, or even cored about what he was his message, they just thought of 
as everybody was enjoying the doing. I knew he had made his his actions and how he completely 
new variety show. The audience point about Canadian living in a ruined the evening. One old lady

said, "A boy like that should be 
"Seè this chicken here, I just locked up and cut off from the
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sat quiet, and applauded the wasteful society, 
alternated skit, songs and dances.
I even heard Mr. Smith say "I bought it for two dollars off the community." 

knew Dan could twist and local farmer. By a raise of hands, I
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Arts 2 »a oe ft tLater on, Eric still tried to defend 

want to see how many people himself. Though no matter what 
Then suddenly Eric walked on have any feelings towards this he did, be it selling hockey cards, 

stage. It was almost as if he was a chicken .... (looking around: no sticking up for the old F.Z. tunes or 
complete stranger, pushing that hands) .... GOOD!" even being under the influence,
big wooden box. On top of the box With one hand Eric opened the they .... they still wouldn't listen, 
was a chicken penned in by a steel 
cage. He introduced himself as 
"the Wolf" and told the audience

oleaver never 
shout like that".
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he had a variety act rtobody could 
match.

To begin with Eric was rather off 
beat, but I could tell he was trying 
to get the audience involved. "You 
sitting there in the front row, can 
you tell me the difference 
between this box and the chicken 
inside the cage?"

The question completely shock
ed the audience, and nobody 
knew what to think of it. I knew 
that the chicken was alive, but- 
what had this got to do with the 
box?

Eric knew the audience was 
shocked but still he had to 
continue. He started explaining 
the Canadian economy and 
remarked on how well off we are.
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5 Tom Gibson 
4 Robert Hamilton 
3 1/2 Corey Stephen 
3 Nathan Jewett, Fred McKin, Phil 
Brunet
2 1/2 Rick Doucett, Bill Bogle, Ken 
Salmon, Chris Friesen, Robert 
Quondam, Pierre Therrien, Carlo 
Quondam, Blair Spinney 
2 Paul Smith
1 1/2 J.F. Pelleteir, Werner
DeJong
1 M.J. Shiao, Jamie Kennedy, 
Andy Haines
A total of 20 played in Section A.

Club News — We hod another 
blitz tournament Tuesday night. 
This weeks winner was Nathan 
Jewett who was ranked 4th but
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ü BÛSM Further information is available on this 
and other cruises at the Travel Office. ftm m a mBA 4 D

» m m m V Tm w m m Woodshed-glad to see It open■ ■ mm
Marc Lulham and Steve Peacock the remaininq $4400 came from 

featured Sunday night at the the alumni and STU kicked in for 
"Woodshed" coffee-house, $1400 This was spent on

were
new
third-floor Student Union Building, furniture and and decorations last 

Softly lit with comfortable year when the coffee was in the 
furniture and peaceful I decor, the basement as Sub Terrance, 
woodshed supplies the type of 
atmosphere that has long been doughnuts tasty, but its real 
absent from the SUB and contrasts selling point has to be the music of 
sharply with the usual untidy and Steve and Marc and other 
confused appearance of the Blue entertaniers to be featured

weekly. Anyone familiar with the 
SUB director Cindy Stacy said College Hill Folk Collective or

the even our recent Red & Black Revue

By FRED MCKIM

The 1978 UNB Fall Open was 
won by Tom Gibson, the defending"Do you know what the average 

Canadian salary is?" His head 
sunk like a pound feather, as he champion. Tom rocked up an 
muttered "forget it, you just won't impressive score of 5 wins and 0 
understand."

He compared Canada to India

I
The coffee is good, the

nevertheless won all of his games. 
, • • u Nathan Jewett - 9; Robert

and all the other underdeveloped scheduled lorTrounds but^bomb Homil,on " 8: Fred McKim * 7; 
countries. He explained how poor schedu,ed ,or 6 rounds but ° bomb Tom Gibson - 6; Walter DeJong - 4 

they were and how much money scare Saturday afternoon at the 1/2; Werner DeJong - 3 1/2; M.J. 
they would need to come close to SUB forced one round to be played Shiao - 3; Blair Spiney - 2; 9. Robert 
living like us. By the end of the elsewhere and one was dropped. Didiodato - 2; Kielke DeJong - 0. 
talk, the whole audience knew the _. . :. . „ , Chess Problem
difference between Ghana's and Finishing second was Robert white to play and mate in 2 
difference between t,nona s ana Hamj|ton wjfh $core „f 4.,. His
Canada s Gross National Product.

The audience sat there very only loss was to Gibson in a very 
quietly still wondering what to hard fought game which decided 
think of his act. In total first place, 
desperation Eric said, "I know 
money means nothing to you, I can Section B was won by Kaushal 1. R-N8 2. R-Q2 mate 
just see it by the food wasted each Hathi with 0 scor® of 9 wins and 1 Composed by Otto Wurzburg, 
week. How about thinking of •«>**• A total of 6 played In B. 1939. 
someone who needs the food for a

losses.

Lounge.

she was happy to see 
Woodshed open as it seemed to will testify to the snappy French 
fill a vacum in the building, and English numbers of this 
services and on campus 
general.

With the bulk of the funding it flats Cold in the winter, a trip to 
coming from UNB about $813.00 the woodshed is in order ! "

in talented duet.
Just as Dad used to say, "When lSolution to last week's problem

1. R-QR2 if 1. R-87ch, R-N6 ch, R-N5
2. KxR mate
1. RxR, R-QB7, R-Q7, R-K7, R-R7 2. 
RxB mate

ATTENTION
GRADS<3*

DISCO 78 PUB

Saturday nite Nov 18
from 9pm-lam 

4 hours of non-stop dancing
at the STUD 

Presented by CHSR 700 
University ID required

Stone’s Studio
Is now taking appointments for graduation photos, we have the 

necessary gowns and hoods, all we need is you.

SITTING CHARGE 8.95 plus tax, includes taking photos, showing 
approximately 6 proofs and a photo for the yearbook. Four 
specials to chose from for extra photos for parents and friends 
These of course make the perfect Christmas gift.

480 QueenSt. 455-7578
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